
FLATHEAD CITY/COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
MINUTES OF REGULAR MEETING

May 20, 2021
ZOOM/PHONE

EARL BENNETT BUILDING
1035 1ST AVENUE WEST
KALISPELL, MONTANA

VIDEO: https://youtu.be/BG5Zoog-NIY

Members Present Other Attendees
Roger Noble
Bill Burg, CPA
Pete Heyboer, MD
Ardis Larsen
Kyle Waterman
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal,DVM.MSPH,DACVR
Annie Bukacek
Pamela Holmquist
Ronalee Skees ~ Zoom

David Myerowitz
Thomas Millett
Alicia Gower
Lindy Wenner
Shelly Aleshire
Andy Viano
Karen Cramer
Shelley Graham
Ryan Hudson
Daniel Gibbs
Alex Sulzbacher
Kelsey Johnson

Victoria Price
Joseph Russell
Mary Sterhan
Delany Junkermier
Morrie Shechtman
John Pollard
Shawn Pandina
Heather Asher
Dave Vonkleist
Lauren Boult
Jen Rankosky
Kirk Zander
Kilani Klette

1. Call to Order
Chairperson Roger Noble called the meeting to order at (02:17)
Roll Call at (02:34)

2. Approval of Agenda
Bill Burg moves to approve the agenda as provided and Kyle Waterman seconds the motion.
Started at (03:01)
Motion passes

3. Citizen Comment
-Dr. David Myerowitz talks about people wanting to be vaccinated at clinics and anti-
vaccinators demonstrations trying to prevent parents from doing so. Also goes over the
amount of Covid- 19 cases in the Flathead Valley and the state of Montana. Goes over the
benefits of vaccines. Started at (04:11)
- Morrie Shechtman brought in handouts of “Sacrificial Children: The Insanity of
Touchlessness” as well as “Morrie Shechtman Professional Biography” created by himself.
Talks about the Declaration and Covid-19 cases. Also talks about researches done by private
health management. Talks about the survival rates of all age groups. Goes over the articles he
wrote. Talks about children wearing masks in schools. Started at (09:07)
-Shawn Pandina speaks about the having the option of wearing masks in schools. Talks about
vaccination clinics being held in the valley, vaccinating children under the age of 18. Started
at (19:10)



-John Pollard talks about taking a stance against forcing children to continue wearing masks
at school. Talks about vaccination clinics being held at a schools. Started at (22:12)
-Heather Asher talks about strongly encouraging schools to release the mask mandate.
Started at (24:53)
-Dave Vonkleist talks about and shared audio regarding the vaccine being experimental.
Talks about Covid-19 statistics. Provided and talked about NASA-Based ActivePure
Technology information as well as CDC Hierarchy of Control information. Started at (27:58)
Zoom Citizen Comment:
-Thomas Millett talks about mandatory face masks and promoting Covid-19 vaccine to
children. Talks about holding vaccine clinics on school grounds. Talks about the recent
legislation that the legislator just passed. Started at (33:26)
Written Citizen Comment:
Will be uploaded and sent out. Started at (38:42)

4. Approve Minutes for April 22nd, 2021 Meeting
Bill Burg moved to approve the minutes and Kyle Waterman seconds the motion. Started at
(39:32)
Motion passes

5. Approval of the Preliminary FY22 Budget-ACTION REQUIRED
Joe Russell goes over the Health Department Mill Calculation Sheet FY’2022 Preliminary
Version date: 04/20/21 on what we are anticipating and what we are going to expend. We
had asked to add a couple of side bars to the commissioners. One is a .25 FTE in
Environmental Health to help handle the extra workload. We’ve asked in Mosquito for a full
Mill to increase our budget $18,000, to primarily get out of temporary employees that we

hire through contracting agencies and into 3 employees in the summer months to do
Mosquito control and take a quarter of that budget to help with the Environmental Health
record. Started at (40:50)

Pamela Holmquist added that Mosquito is a Levy so we can adjust that accordingly. It is its

own funding source. Started at (44:35)

Joe Russell adds that it is a new voted Levy so, it doesn’t sit in the collection County funds
that are restricted going up and down. Started at (44:50)

Bill Burg summarizes the Preliminary budget looking 13 months into the future. Started at
(46:35)

Dr. Annie Bukacek commented on the Preliminary budget. Started at (48:12)

Bill Burg makes a motion to except the FY22 budget as provided and Ardis Larsen seconds
the motion. Started at (48:24)

Roger Noble commented, thanks for all of your hard work in reviewing and deciphering it.
Started at (49:11)



Kyle Waterman has a discussion with Pamela Holmquist about regularly abstaining from
this vote as well as finding a way to get a new Health Officer on board and maintaining our
staff in the future. Started at (49:26)

Dr. Annie Bukacek asks if other Board participants can listen into the budget meeting and
that she would like to learn a little more. Started at (3:30)

Joe Russell and Pamela Holmquist discusses with Dr. Annie Bukacek how other Board
participants would possibly be able to attend future budget meetings how these meeting
work. started at (52:55)

Roll Call Vote: Started at (55:10)

7 Ayes and 2 Abstains

6. Mental Health Co-Responder Presentation – Lauren Bolton
Lauren Bolton talks about how the Co-Responder program has been going over the past 9
months since the program has started. We have had 417 Crises Encounters, 65% Resolved in
Community and 251 Resolved entirely by Crisis Responder. Talks about SAMHSA Best
Practices for an effective crisis system. Started at (56:01)

Dr, Pete Heyboer asks what percent from a 24/7 hours, do we have covered for our crisis
responders? Started at (58:31)

Lauren Bolton mentions that we currently are having some staffing shortages the program.
We did have two full co-responders responding to crisis from October through mid-April.
One of the co-responders has moved on to another position and right now we only have one
responder. We are at 40 hours a week and her time is 10am to 8pm. With one more co-
responder we can have 7 days a week coverage. Started at (58:42)

Further discussions with Dr. Pete Heyboer and Lauren Bolton on Staffing the Crisis Center.
Started at (59:24)

Dr. Annie Bukacek commented on how well the crisis staff are doing and discusses with
Lauren Bolton about how things are being operated. Started at (01:00:07)

Kyle Waterman and Lauren Bolton discuss how we track our findings. As well as what our
future ultimate goals look like for our mental health crisis program. Discusses new grants.
Started at (01:01:27)

Dr. Annie Bukacek and Lauren Bolton discuss the data that we collect. Started at (01:04:16)

7. Committee Reports
Coordinating Committee

-Lease Agreement– ACTION REQUIRED
Joe Russell discusses the Lease Agreement Started at (01:05:28)



Mary Sterhan and Joe Russell discuss how the Lease Agreement is going and how she would
like to have an annual meeting with the Board of Health members on their progress. Also
explains how we can be great partners. Talks about their name change and that she is more
than happy to help answer any questions. Started at (01:08:23)
Pamela Holmquist agrees with Mary Sterhan and discusses how they started on this a year
ago on this process and is thankful for what everyone has done. Started at (01:11:21)

Roger Noble also comments on how well everyone has done through this process and how
much effort everyone has put into it to make this happen. Started at (01:12:09)
Bill Burg makes a motion to approve the lease agreement with the Greater Valley Health
Clinic to move forward as well as asking if all parties are fairly satisfied as fair with this
agreement. Dr. Annie Bukacek seconds the motion. Started at (01:12:23)
Kyle Waterman commented that there was a lot of work done and it is nice to see things a
little more clear about this progress than how it was before. Started at (01:14:12)
Pamela Holmquist thanks Joe Russell for coming back and helping with this. Started at
(01:14:59)
Joe Russell explains what needs to be done for this procedure today. Started at (01:15:42)

Roll Call Vote: Started at (01:17:08)
8 Ayes and 1 Abstain
Approved

-Notice of Withdrawal – Memorandum of Understanding – ACTION REQUIRED
Joe Russell goes over the Pre-Termination Period, Post-Termination Period and the Health
Center as well as the transfer of assets. Section 330-Grant Property starts June 1, 2021.
Started at (01:17:45)
Request by the Health Center Board to do an immediate transfer of funds to FCHC Inc.
Started at (01:19:48)
Re-payment of the Pre-payment for the operational expenses that were initiated 5 years ago.
Started at (01:21:09)
Bill Burg explains how this is a very typical separation agreement. Started at (01:22:47)
Joe Russell following with what Bill said, he has covered everything that needed to go over
with the board. Started at (01:23:37)
Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses with Joe Russell about date of services and transfer of funds.
Started at (01:23:57)
Mary Sterhan talks about how their executive committee has seen and voted on this and
mentions that we have really ended up with a very clear and good agreement. Mentions that
they have received lots of help from the Health, I.T. and Finance Departments. The HR
matters are taken care of. Started at (01:25:26)

Dr. Pete Heyboer discusses with Mary Sterhan about agreement with Family Planning and
providers. Started at (01:26:07)
Bill Burg makes a recommendation to accept the Notice of Withdrawal Memorandum of
Understanding and Jessica Malberg-Fiftal seconds the motion. Started at (01:27:39)
Kyle Waterman wanted to do a historical thank you to the FCHC Board for helping with
getting this building started.Started at (01:28:27)



Roll Call Vote: Started at (01:29:13)
8 Ayes and 1 Abstain

COVID-19 COMMITTEE Udpate
Dr. Pete Heyboer discusses the different phases that our community has gone through with
the supply and demand of vaccines. Now moving into a phase of trying to increase our
vaccination rates across the county. To help others understand the importance of the vaccine

as well as creating an alternate schedule and going to where people are to help meet the
community’s needs. Started at (01:30:12)

Environmental Health Committee Update
Joe Russell updates with staffing. Started at (01:34:50)
Roger Noble requests that the committee meet sometime before the next Board of Health
meeting. Started at (01:35:50)

8. Departmental Reports
-Environmental Health
Joe Russell goes over food and consumer safety. Started at (01:36:13)
Septic system activity Started at (01:37:46)

Subdivision Activity Started at (01:38:07)
-Community Health
Kilani Klette gave updates on Home Visiting services. Started at (01:38:53)
Rebuilding of community relationships and partnerships. Guest speakers at FVCC about
early childhood education Started at (01:39:29)
Immunizations re-developing our travel clinics and our asthma programs. Resource
development, reconnection with school nurses and some outreach programs. Nurse
immunization team, per recommendation of Dr. Cole our Medical Director, are doing the
MTAAP adolescent vaccination and wellness echo project. Started at (01:40:06)
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal discusses with Kilani Klette the number of WIC percipients within
Columbia Falls and Whitefish. Started at (01:41:49)
-Population Health
Jen Rankosky goes over staffing. Visiting schools with our tobacco outreach program.
Started at (01:43:16)
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal discusses with Jen Rankosky about lead poisoning. Started at
(01:44:11)
Roger Noble discusses with Jen Rankosky on how often lead testing is done as a routine.
Started at (01:44:38)
Joe Russell gave a little history on our lead testing program. Started at (01:44:58)
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal discusses with Joe Russell about legislations addressing lead shot
within the last few years. Started at (01:45:21)

Jen Rankosky goes over our CD numbers. Started at (01:45:52)
-Finance Report
Kirk Zander reported on April updates Started at (01:46:49)
Kyle Waterman discusses with Kirk Zander on current grants on how we can spend them
down and/or if we can carry them over. Started at (01:48:22)



-Health Officer’s Report
Joe Russell goes over new cases over time, Nov 1, 2020 - May18, 2021.Starting to see a
slight increase. Started at (01:49:46)
Positivity Rate vs Total Tests. Case positivity rates are climbing, but our total tests are going
down. Started at (01:51:03)
Dr. Pete Heyboer discusses with Joe Russell on hospitalizations and vaccine uptake.

Commented on is that he doesn’t know if we are capturing all of the tests being done because
of all of the different opportunities of getting these tests done. Started at (01:52:57)
Joe Russell goes over Vaccine Administered as of last week. Percent Immunized with First
Dose 5-13-21.Started at (01:54:58)
Bill Berg discusses with Joe Russell the percentage of vaccines in the county. Started at
(01:56:25)
Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses with Joe Russell on the percentage of vaccinations. Started at
(01:56:30)
Bill Burg discusses with Joe Russell about capturing the pharmacies vaccinations Started at
(01:56:55)

Dr. Pete Heyboer helps clarify that the 16 and under just recently became eligible. Started at
(01:57:21)
Joe Russell goes over case count by age group vs percentage of age group vaccinated w/ at
least 1 dose March1st, 2021 – May 14th, 2021. Started at (01:57:41)
Bill Burg discusses with Joe Russell about in home antibody testing. Started at (01:58:58)
Joe Russell mention our new mask use policy within the Health Department. Sending a
message of hand hygiene and social distancing. Would like to have a study session on the
impact of 121. Discussions on 108. Having a work study with board members on 121. Started
at (01:59:51)
Jessica Malberg-Fiftal discusses test positivity and being able to see it on our website with
Joe Russell. Started at (02:05:29)
Dr. Annie Bukacek commented that it would be nice to know the level of symptoms with the
testing. Further discussion on this with Joe Russell and Dr. Pete Heyboer. Started at
(02:06:25)

9. Board Member Comments
 Kyle Waterman (02:10:30)

 Dr. Annie Bukacek (02:12:20)

9. Adjournment
The meeting ended at (02:14:28)


